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Building a brand change strategy with the brand change canvas 

The brand change canvas: Instructions
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1. First, conduct an opportunity analysis for each level 
of change: buying, consideration and culture 
Start by digging into gaps in your market. Your solution may 
have made an evolutionary leap beyond the status quo, and 
nowyour brand should help buyers
catch up. Or there may be 
mismatches in 
expectations between
buyer and brand, taboos
that brands routinely observe 
or conversely, ruts they fall into 
again and again.
Next, inventory your brand’s
assets: your origin stories,
structural advantages, or the 
“crazies” who share mission, 
money or career-aligned
stakes with your brand.
Finally, bring the two together 
and brainstorm unaddressed
opportunities where your
strengths set you up to 
address the gaps. Pick one 
or two with the potential to 
drive substantive change.

2. Next, capture your brand’s role in your market 
An effective brand role looks beyond messaging to help 
guide brand behavior from marketing to customer service 
policies. Hopefully you’ve already defined a mission-driven 
brand role and all you have to do is capture it here. If you

haven’t defined a brand role, it’s 
a great time to do it. 
The best brand roles are true, 
relevant, and motivating: they 
express something true about 
your brand’s essence, they’re 
relevant to buyer’s needs in the 
context of the market, and they 
provide guidance about how the 
brand would make choices about 
what it does (and doesn’t do.)
The 12 classic role archetypes 
(Google them) are a great place 
to start, but feel free to build on 
them and branch out. Your goal 
should be to find a role that feels 
natural for your brand but still 
pushes your team to take their 
work to the next level.
Add a short narrative to codify 
the highest level of behavior that 
shows how you deliver on your 
brand role. 

3. Finish by developing strategies and measures for each level of change
Develop strategies that deliver on the opportunities at each level of change, shaping them to take advantage of your brand’s distinctive 
role. Your strategies should be focused enough that not every potential program or tactic makes sense, but not so specific that they 
can’t inspire ongoing idea generation for programs and tactics. Finally, develop and capture measures that align with growth drivers 
for your business.
For inspiration, see the brand change canvas sample on the next page. ©
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Buying analysis Consideration analysis Culture analysis

GAPS ASSETS
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Brand

The brand change canvas
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BRAND ROLE ROLE NARRATIVE
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The brand change canvas: Example for security brand 
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BRAND ROLE

Fitness coach for 
the modern business

ROLE NARRATIVE

We help businesses develop the healthy behaviors that equip
them to succeed in a world full of threats and opportunities.

CHANGE STRATEGY
Update the buyer’s evaluation 

criteria to reflect resilient realities

MEASURES LINKED TO GROWTH
Impact of our solution evaluation

content on funnel throughput

CHANGE STRATEGY
Intercept today’s questions with 
credible, future-facing answers

MEASURES LINKED TO GROWTH
Conventional security prospects newly 

engaged with our point of view

The 
C-suite 
sets IT

budgets w/out 
understanding 
true value of 

IT risks 

Our client’s 
threat data 

and 
business 
outcomes

Quantify the 
business risk of not 

adopting active posture

Searchers 
and publishers 
use current risk 

vocabulary

Our 
penetration 
data + our 
external 
(threat 

coalition) 
voices

Bring 
new information 
to today’s threat 
conversations

Sameness 
of available 

solutions leads 
to decisions 

based on ease 
of deployment

Our 
expertise 

on the next 
generation 

of risk 

Expose risks
in current solution
evaluation criteria

CHANGE STRATEGY
Make the evolution of security posture 

a board-level discussion

MEASURES LINKED TO GROWTH
Attitudinal changes; senior contacts 

at new accounts


